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Fancy Pants | Natalie Elphinstone

it happens to us all at some point – scrappers block. 
What to do when you’re faced with a bunch of pretty 
supplies, and no idea where to start? today i want to 
share with you some tricks i use to get a page underway 
whilst waiting for inspiration to strike. i’ll also share a 
couple of ideas to get the most out of your color theory 
inks and Refills. 

supply list :

kits - hercules, Jet; printable - sandlot printable by 
life love paper; ink - color theory; ink refills - color 
theory; other - grid paper

http://www.studiocalico.com/users/natalieelph
http://www.StudioCalico.com
http://www.studiocalico.com/users/natalieelph
http://www.studiocalico.com/kits/hercules
http://www.studiocalico.com/kits/jet
http://www.studiocalico.com/digital/printable-journal-cards-shapes/sandlot-printable-by-lifelovepaper
http://www.studiocalico.com/digital/printable-journal-cards-shapes/sandlot-printable-by-lifelovepaper
http://www.studiocalico.com/shop/ink-pads
http://www.studiocalico.com/shop/refills
http://www.studiocalico.com/shop/refills
http://www.studiocalico.com/kits/sc-grid-paper-12x12--8
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Step 01 :  sometimes when i’m stuck for a layout design 
what i do is choose a color combination as my starting 
point instead. i started off with a retro-feeling orange, 
mint and black combo and used this to guide me in 
gathering some matching supplies from the Jet and 
hercules add ons. ultimately i ended up substituting 
the softer grey of clean slate in place of the bold black. 
looking at what supplies i’ve got to work with often then 
inspires me with a layout idea, and today i wanted to 
focus on the chipboard frames so i’ve decided to go with 
a classic grid design.

Step 02 : i  start all my layouts the same way. perhaps you 
might call it one of my ‘signatures’, but i just consider it 
something that i prefer my layouts to have, and that’s a 
contrasting coloured border around the background. it’s 
very easy to construct, simply trim off 0.5” from two sides 
of your main paper (i’m using grid paper) and mount it 
on top of another paper. often i like the strength that 2 
pieces of paper offers my layout, but if i’m really wanting 
to use the coloured paper on another page then i trim a 
large square out of the centre of it to save for later. 

Step 03 : Now it’s time to start incorporating a couple of 
techniques to build some layers of colour on the white 
background. the color theory ink Refills can be used in 
lots of different ways, don’t be limited in thinking they’re 
just for refilling dry ink pads. Because these are water 
soluble die inks, they easily mix with water and i added 
a few drops to a spritzer to create my own spray ink. 
you’ve got a lot more control over the hue of your spray, 
obviously the more drops of Refill ink you add, the darker 
your spray will be.  

http://www.StudioCalico.com
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Step 04 : using the cardboard box my sc Kits ship in 
to protect my work area, i give a fairly generous and 
widespread spray of my lightest color first. the yellow 
spray was created with the sunny Day Refill, i added a 
few drops at a time until i had this lemon colored spray. 
to add more depth of color to my background i also 
created an orange spray with orange county Refill and 
used this is a few areas too.

Step 05 : the sprays are great for adding color, but they 
don’t add any texture or pattern. to do that i’m using 
the heidi swapp mask from the hercules add on once 
my paper has dried. i randomly sponge on ink in various 
areas across my page. By using the orange county ink 
pad i can be assured the colors are going to match!

Step 06 : lets get back to those frames whilst waiting 
for everything to dry! each of the three frames i’m using 
will be filled with different embellishments. one is for 
my photo, and where it hangs out around the edges, i’ll 
trim it off. two more have transparent overlays added to 
them and these are secured on top of the frame to give a 
perception of depth. i attached the transparency with the 
aqua circle to the frame using my sewing machine so you 
wouldn’t be able to see any glue. you need to go slow so 
you don’t snap a needle! 

http://www.StudioCalico.com
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Step 07 :  the fourth space in my grid will be taken up 
with a tag highlighting my title, rather than another 
frame. i first attached the grey and mint grid paper from 
Jet on top of the tag after cutting it to size. i stamped 
‘Fancy’ (from the hercules add on) with clean slate ink. 
to get a more complete image i stamp on top of a foam 
mouse mat, rather than a hard surface like my table.

Step 08 : My layout feels a bit retro and vintage so i 
grunge up the edges of  my tag by sponging on a layer 
of Mint hint and then clean slate ink. Now all my bits 
and pieces are complete, all that’s left is to assemble the 
layout and add some extra embellishments at the end. 

http://www.StudioCalico.com

